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The examination of a very serious marine casualty of the vessel Daan was 

conducted under the State Marine Accident Investigation Commission Act of 31 

August 2012 (The Journal of Laws item 1068) as well as norms, standards and 

recommended procedures agreed within the International Maritime Organisation 

(IMO) and binding the Republic of Poland. 

The objective of the investigation of a marine casualty or incident under the 

above-mentioned Act is to ascertain its causes and circumstances to prevent future 

casualties and incidents and improve the state of marine safety. 

The State Marine Accident Investigation Commission does not determine 

liability nor apportion blame to persons involved in the marine casualty or incident. 

This report shall be inadmissible in any judicial or other proceedings whose 

purpose is to attribute blame or liability for the accident referred to in the report (Art. 

40.2 of the State Marine Accident Investigation Commission Act). 

 

 

State Marine Accident Investigation Commission 

Plac Stefana Batorego 4, 70-207 Szczecin 

Landline: +48 91 44 03 290 

Mobile: +48 664 987 987 

e-mail: pkbwm@mgm.gov.pl 

www.pkbwm.gov.pl 
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1. Facts 

On 29 November 2016 at 13:35 after mooring to the Snop Wharf in Szczecin the vessel 

Daan started loading 2,260 tons of rapeseed meal. In order to evenly distribute the load of 

rapeseed meal in the vessel, from time to time the it was being moved along the wharf. 

On 2 December 2016 at 03:00 due to rainfall, the crew had to close the hatches of the 

vessel. To cover the holds of the vessel there were used the so-called “pontoons”, which were 

placed by means of a self-propelled electro-hydraulic gantry crane. To cover the holds there 

were used 10 covers, which were stored on top of each other during loading of the vessel. 

While moving the cover No 8, the crane with raised cover during transport, despite the use of 

emergency stop, had not stopped and it was moving with the cover towards the stern of the 

vessel, pressing the AB/cook to the front wall of the superstructure. The AB/cook lost 
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consciousness as a result of the accident. The crew of the vessel, after cleaning the slideways 

of the crane and unlocking the emergency stop button, started the crane and moved it towards 

the bow, allowing to release the unconscious victim trapped between the cargo hold and the 

superstructure wall. The incident was reported to the harbour master’s office and the agent of 

the vessel who immediately called for the medical emergency ambulance. At 3:55 the 

ambulance of the State Medical Rescue Service came to the wharf. The doctor and medical 

rescuers entered the vessel and started the resuscitation. Despite the intensive rescue action, 

the doctor pronounced the victim dead.  

On 2 December 2016 the operator’s team came to the vessel to investigate the causes and 

circumstances of the fatal accident aboard. 

The autopsy of the corpse showed that the death was directly caused by extensive internal 

injuries of the pelvis and abdomen as a result of crushing. Toxicology of blood and urine did 

not show the presence of ethyl alcohol. 

 

 

2. General Information 

 

2.1. Ship Particulars 

 

Vessel’s name:    Daan 

Flag:       Dutch 

Owner:     Wildenborg Scheepvaart B.V. Delfzijl, the Netherlands  

Operator: Concurent Shipmanagement B.V. Delfzijl, the Netherlands 

Classification society:    Bureau Veritas 

Vessel’s type:       general cargo vessel  

Call signal:     PFBH 

IMO number:     9201956 

Gross tonnage (GT):    2080 

Year of built:      2001 

Power:      1320 kW (Wartsila 8L20) 

Width:      12.4 m  

Length overall:    88.95 m 

Hull material:     steel 

Minimum crew:    5 men 
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2.2. Voyage Particulars  

 

Ports en route:     Rigge (Latvia), Szczecin 

Port of destination:    St. Malo (France) 

Type of navigation:    international 

Cargo:  2260 t of ton rapeseed meal  

Crew:      1 Dutch, 3 Indonesians, 2 Russians 

 

2.3. Accident Information 

 

Kind:      very serious marine asualty 

Date and time of event:   2.12.2016, at ca. 03:30  

Geographical position of the event : φ = 52° 28.9΄ N; λ = 014° 36.8΄ E  

Geographical area of the event: the Port of Szczecin, the Western Oder 

Nature of the water region:  internal waters, the Snop Wharf at the Western 

Oder 

Weather during the event:  wind N 5° B, good visibility, air temperature 6.5°C, 

drizzling rain 

Operational status of the vessel during 

the accoident: loading of ground rape (closing of hatches due to 

rainfall) 

 

Photograph 1: „Daan” 
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Place of the accident: main deck, front wall of the superstructure of the 

vessel 

Human factor involvement:  crew  

Effects of the accident to people:  death of 1 person  

 

Photograph 2: A figure in the middle of the superstructure in the place where the victim 

was present during the accident 

 

2.4. Shore Services and Rescue Action Information 

 

Rescue operations were carried on by the State Medical Rescue Team, which was called 

by phone at 03:46 by the agent after receiving information from the master of the vessel about 

the accident. Upon arrival of the ambulance on the Snop wharf at 03:55, despite the intensive 

rescue operation, at 04:14 the rescue action was abandoned and the doctor from the rescue 

team pronounced the victim dead. 

 

3. Circumstances of the Accident 

 

On 24 November 2016 Daan arrived at the roadstead of  Świnoujście and at 11:55 cast 

anchor. The next day after weighting anchor at 17:40 and taking the pilot on board at 6:00 

pm, the vessel arrived at the Port of Szczecin, where it moored at  23:20 at the Bułgarskie 

Wharf. 
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The unloading of 2700.861 tons of urea launched on 27 November at 19:30 was competed 

on 29 November at 12:50. The port pilot arrived at 13:50 and after unmooring from the 

Bułgarskie Wharf at 14:50 the ship moored to the Snop Wharf. After mooring the crew 

prepared the hold of the vessel for loading the rapeseed meal until 21:00. 

The loading operation was started on 29 November 2016 at 21:50 and continued, 

interrupted by falling rain, until 2 December 2016. During loading at night there was no 

watch on board except for the chief officer. At 02:30 the crew of the vessel,  excluding the 

master, was woken up for shifting of the vessel by means of mooring lines along the wharf 

about 20-30 meters backward to continue loading. During shifting the rain made the crew 

cover quickly the open holds at the stern by means of the travelling crane of the vessel. 

 

 

Photograph 3: Vessel’s gantry crane to lift and transport the hatch covers 

 

To do this, the rubber seals of the covers and slideways were cleaned from spilling of 

rapeseed meal, the slideways were sprinkled with sand to reduce the slippage. Since the cover 

No 10 had already been in its position, it was possible to go easily from one side to the other 

in front of the superstructure. Next cover to place was No. 8 and then No. 9, which was to be 

inserted between covers No 8 and No 10. During placing cover No 8 the onboard travelling 

crane was operated by the chief officer along with the chief engineer who was assisting him. 
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Photograph 4:Travelling crane – operator’s stand at starboard 

 

 

During the operation of the crane, the chief officer noticed that, despite the crane had been 

stopped in a position where the cover No 8 should be placed, the crane with suspended cover 

was moving quickly towards the stern. Blocked wheels of the crane were sliding on the steel 

slideway. 

 

Photograph 5: Starboard slideway of the travelling crane 
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The crane was sliding for 12 m until it reached the limiters, but the raised cover was at a 

short distance from the wall of the superstructure. During the sliding of the crane, the chief 

officer at least three times, with a loud voice, ordered the AB/cook to leave the cover of the 

hold. Most likely, in response to these instructions, the AB/cook being close to starboard 

started crossing the vessel to the port side between the cover No 10 and the superstructure. 

However, he did not reach the edge of the port side. In the middle of the width of the hold he 

stopped and stood still and at ca. 03:30 the cover No 8 pressed him to the wall of the 

superstructure. Immediately the master of the vessel was notified of the incident. The master 

on VHS channel 69 informed the harbor master’s office and the ship's agent about the 

incident. At. 03:46 the agent called for the Emergency Medical Services. 

The crew tried to free the injured colleague by attempting to move the crane forward 

with a crowbar, but it was impossible. The chief officer released the emergency stop brake 

and tried to drive the crane away from the superstructure wall but with no result, as the 

crane’s wheels continued to slide. To reduce the trim on the stern the chief engineer started 

ballasting operation. To increase the friction, the slideways of the crane were sprinkled with 

sand, allowing it to go towards the bow, which made it possible to release the unconscious 

victim and put him in a safe place. 

After 9 minutes from the notification of the District Station of the Emergency Services, 

the ambulance arrived at the wharf. The medical team doctor stopped the rescue action at 

04:14 pronouncing the victim dead. 

 

4. Analysis and Comments about Factors Causing the Accident with Regard 

to Examination Results and Expert Opinions 

 

As a result of the investigation, the Commission has stated that the direct cause of the 

accident of pressing the AB/cook by the cover No 8 to the wall of the superstructure was 

uncontrolled movement of the crane with the hatch cover. The uncontrolled movement of the 

crane was caused by sliding of the drive wheels. This was caused by excessive trim of the 

vessel to the stern while the slideways were covered with greasy rapeseed meal and water 

from falling rain. According to the crew, when the hatches were being closed the deck was 

slippery and covered with rapeseed meal, which mixed with rain, created greasy substance. 
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4.1. Mechanical Factors 

 

The mechanical factor that contributed to the accident was the trim of the vessel greater 

than it was allowed
1
 resulting in its trim by the stern, which caused that the wheels of the 

crane started slipping during the closure operation. The lack of friction between the crane 

wheels and the surface of the slideways due to their lubrication from the load of the rapeseed 

meal and the falling rain caused uncontrolled movement despite using the emergency stop 

button and sprinkling the slideways with sand. Rapeseed meal sprinkled on the slideways, 

containing about 3% of fat in combination with rainwater, contributed to the formation of  

mixture of  water and oil that reduced friction between the surface of crane wheels and the 

surface of slideways causing the crane to slide. 

 

 
 

Photograph 6: Slideway of the travelling crane with visible crashed ground rape 

 

4.2. Human Factors (faults and negligence) 

 

The Commission has found out that it was a human error to have the victim stay in a place 

that had not provided protection against the possible impact of the moving cover. 

In addition, there was no response of the injured person to the sound and light warnings of 

the crane itself and the voice messages of the crane operator while the victim was slowly 

passing from starboard to port side. 

 

                                                 
1
 According to the ship’s Safety Management Book, in the section entitled Hatch Cover Operations the 

maximum admissible angle of trim is 1.5° (which corresponds to the trim not deeper than 2.23 m). 
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Photograph 7: Lighting and sound systems placed on the travelling crane 

 

Until the impact, the victim had not descended to the starboard deck nor had he laid down 

on the right side of the coaming of the hatch between the cover 10 and the wall of the 

superstructure, which would have protected him from the accident. 

  
Photograph 8: Position of raised hatch cover 

near the superstructure in a place where the 

victim was standing during the accident 

Photograph 9: Space between the hatch 

cover no 10 and the front of the 

superstructure (40 cm according to 

measurement) 

 

The Commission has considered that it was a negligence of the vessel’s management 

not to check the trim before commencing the relocation of the crane under load. This 

contributed to the uncontrolled displacement of the crane towards the stern of the vessel 

despite the fact that the emergency stop had worked in unfavorable driving environment for 

the crane. Failure to check the trim of the vessel caused that no action had been taken that 

could have levelled the trim of the vessel to acceptable position enabling to control slow 

movement of the crane. 

 

4.3. Organizational Factors 
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The Commission has considered that the organizational factor that could have influenced the 

accident had been the lack of proper assessment of occupational risk in carrying out the 

cleaning operation and preparing the surfaces of coamings during transportation of the hatch 

covers by means of a gantry crane. In addition, the crew member who met with the accident 

should not have been found in the scene. 

The AB/cook might not have had sufficient knowledge of dangerous situations when 

operating the vessel’s crane, which may move in an uncontrolled manner despite the use of 

the emergency stop. The victim might not have realized that staying between the 

superstructure wall and the hatch cover No 10 could have posed a hazard when the cover No 8 

was transported at a distance of 12 m. After signing on, the seaman had not been properly 

trained in safe handling of hatch covers and the crane. 

 

4.4. Influence of External Factors on the Accident 

External factors that affected the accident were rainfall, and the specific nature of the load 

of rapeseed meal. These two factors have resulted in favorable conditions for the formation of 

greasy substance of rapeseed oil and rainwater. That greasy substance eliminated friction 

between the two interacting surfaces of the gantry wheels and the slideways. 

 

5. Description of Examination Findings Including the Identification of Safety Issues 

and Conclusions 

On the day of the event Daan had a valid class confirmed by documents issued by the 

classification society having charge over the technical inspection of the vessel. Classification 

documents stated that the vessel had been inspected and allowed to navigate. The deck crane 

(vessel’s gantry crane) for lifting and moving hatch covers held a valid certificate from the 

test carried out on 28 January 2016. During the test, the crane was subjected to a load test that 

it had passed successfully. 

Daan has one hatch which is 62.4 m long and 10.24 m wide. The hatch is closed 

(covered) with 10 steel covers (pontoons), each weighing 12 tons. These covers are lifted and 

moved along the ship by means of the so-called gantry crane with a working load (SWL) of 

13 tons. The construction of the covers allows to stack them up. The opening of the next part 

of the hatch consists in lifting the cover of the hatch by the vessel’s crane and moving it to 

another area of the hatch. 
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Photograph 10: „Daan” – position of hatch covers before the accident 

 

The lifting device of Daan is an electro-hydraulic gantry crane. The crane moves on 

two carts on steel wheels that move along the vessel on 50 mm wide slideways. carts with 

hydraulic motors and brakes are located on the crane on the side of the bow and carts with 

hydraulic motors without brakes are on the side of the stern. 

 

Photograph 11: Port sde slideways of the travelling crane and the emergency stop press 

button 

 

On 2 December 2016, after an accident in the presence of a chief officer and chief 

engineer in the Port of Szczecin there was carried out the inspection of the crane and on-board 

devices. Crane operations including braking system were tested. During the tests, no 

abnormalities in the technical condition of the crane equipment or their operation were 

detected. Movable elements of the crane, rollers, connecting ropes and flexible connectors 
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were in good working condition. The crane control panel was in good working order with 

proper sound and lighting systems. Emergency stop buttons for port side and starboard and at 

the control panel were fully functional. Crane lighting was working properly. Visibility from 

the operator’s position to the location of the accident was good. Hatch covers, coamings and 

gangways in the area of the accident were in good technical condition. 

The victim was an experienced member of the crew, handling well his duties on board 

a vessel. He held all the certificates qualifying him to work on board as an AB/cook and a 

valid health certificate. Since 2010 he had worked on Daan as a seaman and then since 2012 

as a cook. He had signed five contracts for work on board Daan. The accident occurred 

during his sixth contract from the day of signing on 22 September 2016. 

After signing on 26 September 2016, the seaman underwent an on-board security 

training for a new crew member Familiarization new crewmember. Basic training included a 

point on safe work with deck crane for hatch covers. The victim did not receive information 

on the safety of work with the crane and hatch covers. This point on the form is marked as 

“n/a – not applicable”. 
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Photograph 12: Form of the basic training in safety on board of the victim 

 

The course of the accident on Daan, which caused that the man was pressed to the 

wall of the superstructure, indicates that slipping of the crane laden with the hatch cover was 

the cause of the accident. Mixture of crushed rapeseed meal and dust from the load, settling 

on the deck and rainwater combined with the trim of the vessel by the stern caused that the 

crane was sliding without propulsion. Sprinkling the slideways with sand had not prevented 

that phenomenon. Prior to cover relocation operations, care must be taken to clean the 

slideways and check the trim of the vessel. To ensure compliance with the rules applicable to 

crane operations on the information plate located at the crane control station, 3 of the 6 points 

of the crane operation manual in the ship’s Safety Management Book were repeated and 

special attention was paid to the careful and slow movement of the crane if the vessel is in 

trim. 
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Photograph 13:. Safety Management Book – operation instruction of the travelling crane 

 

 

Photograph 14: A plate with operation instruction of the travelling crane placed on the 

steering post 

 

The accident would not have occurred if the rule had been met that no crew member 

could be on the cargo hatch while the crane was moving under load. Most probably, it never 

came to the victim’s mind (who had been working on that vessel for several years) that the 

crane would not stop at a safe distance, since never before had there been a case that the crane 

would slip when the drive was stopped. Likewise, a chief officer, who had known the vessel 
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for three years, did not expect the crane to move without propulsion so that anyone’s presence 

on the hatch cover was not anything extraordinary for him during movement of the crane. 

 

6. Safety Recommendations 

 

The Commission has positively assessed the actions taken by the Daan’s operator after 

such a serious marine casualty as the death of a crew member during the operation of 

covering hatches on the day of 2 December 2016. The HSEQ Department (Safety, Hygiene 

and Environmental Protection department of the operator) conducted an internal investigation 

of the causes and circumstances of the accident according to the requirements of the ISM 

SMS. The investigative team developed an internal report of the fatal accident presented in 

the document entitled: ”Fatal incident with hatch crane - m / v Daan”. The document 

describes in detail the course of the accident and the remedial actions of the operator to help 

prevent similar accidents in the future. The recommendations made by the investigation team 

of the operator fulfill the Commission's expectations regarding increased safety of the vessel 

and its crew while working with the crane. The Commission desisted from formulating safety 

recommendations for the operator. 
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8. Glossary and Abbreviations 

 

N – wind direction (North) 

SWL - Safe Working Load 

 

9. Information Sources 

 

Notification about the accident 

Ships’ documents 

Materials from hearing of witnesses 

Materials and documents received from the ship’s operator 

Documents from the Regional Public Prosecutor’s Office in Szczecin 

Documents from the District Station of the Emergency Services 

 

10. Composition of the Accident Investigative Team 

 

The team conducting the examination was composed of: 

the Team Leader: Krzysztof Kuropieska, the member of SMAIC, 

the Team Member: Tadeusz Gontarek, the expert of SMAIC. 

 


